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This report does not constitute a rating action. 

The failure of Silicon Valley Bank has rocked financial markets, but the Fed's response should 
reduce contagion risk. In S&P Global Ratings' view, the Federal Reserve's new emergency 
lending facility for U.S. banks should help address bank liquidity pressure and reduce the odds 
that unmanageable deposit outflows spread widely. We believe the Fed's measures are robust 
and that the banking system otherwise remains resilient, as measured by banks' regulatory 
capital, asset quality, and earnings, among several other metrics. That said, despite the new Fed 
facility, the heightened confidence sensitivity in recent days may have led to an erosion in 
franchise value of some banks. We are also unsure whether depositors will immediately react to 
the Fed's announcement by halting any deposit outflow they had previously planned. 

The Fed's Plan For U.S. Banks Should Reduce Contagion Risk 
First Republic Bank Downgraded To 'BB+' From 'A-' On Funding Profile Risk; Ratings On 
CreditWatch Negative 

European banks see limited contagion risk from SVB. As we look for European parallels with 
SVB, central bank tightening is undoubtedly also happening fast in Europe. Some rated European 
banks have narrow, specialist business models, some have (moderate) unrealized fair value 
losses on their bond portfolios, and some have a bias toward corporate and wholesale funding. 
But we do not see any European rated bank exhibiting all the specific vulnerabilities that led to 
the demise of SVB. Strong deposit bases and ample liquidity are important risk mitigants for 
European banks. That said, we are mindful that SVB's failure has shaken confidence. Tightening 
funding conditions--Europe being some months behind the U.S.--could yet expose financial 
fragilities and require careful and pragmatic handling by authorities. 

European Banks Have Ample Liquidity, Mainly Cash And Reserves 
Liquidity coverage ratios as of September 2022 

 
Source: ECB, S&P Global Ratings  
European Banks See Limited Contagion Risk From SVB 
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Cash and reserves

Key Takeaways 
• The Federal Reserve's rapid response to SVB's failure should reduce contagion risk. 

• Global corporate defaults hit their highest year-to-date tally since 2009. 

• We estimate the combined fiscal cost of the pandemic and the energy crisis at $10 
trillion over 2020-2023, and sovereign debt levels will remain high. 
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This year's global corporate default tally rose to 23 as of Feb. 28--the highest year-to-date 
tally since 2009--with 15 defaults in February alone, marking the highest monthly total since 
November 2020. Nearly three-quarters of February defaults came from U.S.-based issuers, and 
U.S. corporate defaults this year are already over 2.5x higher than the year-to-date 2022 total. 
U.S.-based media and entertainment issuers led February defaults, but the retail sector leads 
defaults year to date with seven (more than 30% of the global tally). We forecast the U.S. and 
European trailing-12-month speculative-grade corporate default rates could rise to 4% and 
3.25%, respectively, by December 2023. 

Default, Transition, and Recovery: Corporate Defaults Reach Their Highest Year-To-Date Total 
Since 2009 

We estimate sovereign borrowing will remain high and reach $10.5 trillion in 2023, nearly 40% 
above the historical average before the COVID-19 pandemic. Developed Europe and Latin America 
will post the biggest increases in borrowing amid stagnant growth and budgetary pressures, 
including from high energy prices. Globally, we project the net cost of energy-related fiscal 
measures to reach a sizable $1.65 trillion in 2022-2023 (1.7% of global GDP). We estimate the 
combined cost of the pandemic and the energy crisis at $10 trillion over 2020-2023. Tighter for 
longer monetary policies will keep sovereign borrowing costs at levels not seen in the past 
decade, more than doubling issuance costs for advanced sovereigns and keeping them high for 
emerging market sovereigns. Given the generally shorter debt profiles and reliance on foreign 
currency debt, the effective cost of servicing debt for emerging market and frontier sovereigns is 
rising fast, presenting a growing credit risk.  

 

Sovereign Debt 2023: Borrowing Will Stay Elevated Despite Rising Cost Of Debt 

China's reopening should reveal whether recent structural setbacks were COVID-related or 
more enduring. The rebalancing process toward a larger role for consumption and services 
stalled in the mid-2010s and even reversed in recent years. These trends have led to worries 
about the outlook for rebalancing and the possibility that China is "turning inward", with 
consequences for global growth. A boost in "normal" import volumes this year could be the start 
of a long cycle and allay concerns that China is turning inwards. We also expect consumption and 
services to lead this year's economic recovery. Nevertheless, whether rebalancing will stay on 
track for the medium term is less certain. 

Economic Research: The Case For Cautious Optimism On China's Rebalancing And Openness 
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Asset Class Highlights 

Corporates  
Notable publications include: 

• National Oil Companies In GCC Can Absorb The Energy Transition Impact For Now 

• Credit Trends: Risk Reshuffle: Loans Could Become Riskier While Bond Investors May Be Too 
Optimistic 

• Corporate Results Roundup: Still Avoiding The Slump 

• Default, Transition, and Recovery: Corporate Defaults Reach Their Highest Year-To-Date 
Total Since 2009 

Financial Institutions 
• In North America, The Federal Reserve's new emergency lending facility for U.S. banks 

should help address bank liquidity pressure and reduce the odds that unmanageable deposit 
outflows spread widely. For more information see: The Fed's Plan For U.S. Banks Should 
Reduce Contagion Risk. Substantial volatility in bank equity prices this week has reflected 
heightened uncertainty about many institutions. However, we have not seen evidence that 
the unmanageable deposit outflows experienced at a few banks have widely spread across 
rated banks. See: Rated U.S. Banks Haven't Seen Widespread Deposit Outflows But 
Uncertainty Continues.  

• We lowered our long-term issuer credit rating on First Republic Bank to 'BB+' from 'A-'. We 
also lowered our senior unsecured issue rating to 'BB+' and the subordinated and preferred 
stock issue ratings to 'BB-', and 'B', respectively. We placed all of our ratings on First 
Republic on CreditWatch with negative implications. For more details see: First Republic 
Bank Downgraded To 'BB+' From 'A-' On Funding Profile Risk; Ratings On CreditWatch 
Negative.  

• Rated European banks are unlikely to have any meaningful direct exposure to Silicon Valley 
Bank and Signature Bank. We do not see any rated European banks exhibiting the same 
funding and business profiles as these entities. See our report European Banks See Limited 
Contagion Risk From SVB.   

• In EMEA, we revised the rating outlooks on five South African financial institutions to stable 
from positive. The rating actions therefore follow the revision of the outlook on our sovereign 
rating on South Africa to stable from positive.  

• We also published several reports:   

o Interest Income Fuels Bumper U.K. Bank Profits As Rates Near Their Peak. 
Despite bouts of macroeconomic volatility, annual results for the U.K.'s largest 
banks were strong, propelled by rapidly climbing interest rates. Among healthy 
full-year results for the sector, the U.K.'s largest banks achieved a collective 
return on tangible equity of 11.6%, well ahead of pre-pandemic levels.  

o Singapore Banks 2023 Outlook: A Strong Start With Some Fade. Singapore 
banks are readjusting. In 2022, they benefited from fatter margins on rising 
interest rates. Now they face the second part of the story, when rates and 
inflation feed through to higher funding costs and lower loan appetite. Overall, 
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we believe profitability will remain good for Singapore banks in 2023, but 
margins will peak, and tepid loan growth will crimp further upside. 

Sovereign 
• South Africa Outlook Revised To Stable As Infrastructure Constraints Weigh On Growth; 'BB-

/B' FC Ratings Affirmed 

• Argentina Local Currency Rating Lowered To 'SD' On Another Distressed Exchange; 'CCC+' 
Foreign Currency Rating Affirmed 

• Argentina Long-Term Local Currency Rating Raised To 'CCC-' As Default Is Cured; 'CCC+' 
Foreign Currency Rating Affirmed 

Structured Finance 
• EMEA Structured Finance: We published on March 8, 2023 our "EMEA Structured Finance 

Chart Book: March 2023". Investor-placed securitization issuance for February 2023 was just 
short of €10 billion--around half the volume in February 2022. This means that overall 
issuance for the first two months of the year--at €14 billion--was down 42% compared with 
2022. By contrast, European benchmark covered bond issuance has started the year very 
strongly, already reaching nearly €67 billion--up more than 80% on even the robust volumes 
recorded in the first two months of 2022. Normalizing central bank policy has supported 
covered bond supply. While securitization issuance is down in absolute terms, bank-
originated supply represents an increasing share of the mix, at 28%, compared with only 9% 
in the first two months of 2022. In February 2023, we raised 33 of our ratings on European 
securitization tranches, mostly in the U.K. and Spanish RMBS sectors. There were only nine 
downgrades, across the repack, U.K. corporate securitization, and U.K. buy-to-let RMBS 
sectors.  

• Canada Credit Card ABS: We recently published the "Canadian Credit Card Quality Index: 
Monthly Performance-January 2023" on March 8, 2023. The CCQI is a monthly performance 
index that aggregates performance information of securitized credit card receivables in the 
following key risk areas: receivables outstanding, yield, payment rate, charge-off rate, 
delinquencies, base rate, and excess spread rate.  
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Chart 1 
Global Rating Actions (Rolling 52-Weeks) 

     
Source: S&P Global Ratings. Net rating actions means downgrades minus upgrades. Net cumulative means total net rating 
actions. Data as of March 10, 2023. Global rating actions include actions on both financial and non-financial corporates and 
sovereign issuers. 

Table 1 

Recent Rating Actions 

Date Action Issuer Industry Country To From Debt vol  
(mil. $) 

9-Mar Downgrade Republic of Argentina Sovereign Argentina SD CCC- 153,048 

9-Mar Upgrade Caesars Entertainment Inc., Media & Entertainment U.S. B+ B 18,261 

7-Mar Downgrade Nissan Motor Co. Ltd. Automotive Japan BB+ BBB- 14,769 

10-Mar Downgrade Medical Properties Trust Inc. 
Homebuilders/Real 
Estate Co. U.S. BB BB+ 13,635 

9-Mar Upgrade Pilot Travel Centers LLC Retail/Restaurants U.S. BBB+ BB+ 8,000 

9-Mar Downgrade SVB Financial Group NBFI (ex. Insurance) U.S. BBB- BBB 6,000 

10-Mar Upgrade 
Koninklijke Ahold Delhaize 
N.V. Retail/Restaurants Netherlands BBB+ BBB 4,282 

10-Mar Upgrade Nexi SpA Financial Institutions Italy BB+ BB 3,509 

7-Mar Downgrade Falabella S.A. Retail/Restaurants Chile BBB- BBB 2,067 

10-Mar Downgrade Dana Incorporated Automotive U.S. BB- BB 1,550 

Source: S&P Global Ratings. Data as of Mar. 10, 2023. U.S. means United States and U.A.E. means United Arab Emirates. NBFI 
- NonBank Financial Institutions (ex. Insurance). 

For further credit market Insights, please see our This Week In Credit newsletter.  
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